Mid Summer
It seems we were just putting out the June newsletter and now we’re back
at it. When we look back at the previous month it’s hard to remember everything that happened—mainly due to the variety of events. Some of the

·

events are good such as parties in the new Occasion Hall or compliments

·

on the condition of the course. Other events we might be trying to forget—

·

like a flood on fairway #6 due to another pipe breaking followed by another
pipe breaking when testing the repair. However, many times these
“forgettable” events have a silver lining. In the case of the #6 fairway it was
the discovery of air vent valves that help to “blow off” when re-charging the
water line. These valves had been buried under turf, sand, mud—and were
so deep that they didn’t work to let out the air. Now that we have them exposed again, they work!
June was filled with tournaments, retirements, engagements,
junior camp, and more. Not to mention the golfers who came
to see Salmon Run during the beautiful time of the year. Wildlife has been growing and we’re seeing more fawns prancing
around the fairways. We’ve caught up (finally) on maintenance and the equipment seems to be running due to the
efforts of our mechanic, John Marrington.
Business League has been running every Tuesday with quite a
few golfers having a great time. The Fairway Café is part of
the Wild Rivers Coast Food Trail and we have the passport
books and our own “stamp” for patrons to sport on their quest
for prizes. The Salmon Run Ladies Club started match play and
are promoting their tournament “Catch the Wave” the first of
August.
Have you noticed the new picnic tables on the clubhouse deck?
These beautiful cedar tables were donated to the course by the Salmon Run
Men’s Club, Salmon Run Ladies Club and Ray & Wendy Hughes. They are a
much needed addition and with the umbrellas provide some great viewing
for the afternoons. So come for lunch or breakfast and enjoy the deck.
Thanks so much for this donation!
July is starting out busy so please remember to make tee times and fix your
ball marks!

~Gary & Val

·
·
·
·

Upcoming Events
July 5—Reunion at Occasion Hall
—

July 6—Wedding reception @ Occasion Hall
July 8—Wedding reception @ Occasion Hall

—
—

July 6—Pelican Bay Tournament Cancelled till fall
July 20—Del Norte Booster Football Tournament
August 1-2—”Catch The Wave” SR Ladies Tournament
August 3—Wedding @ Practice Green & Occasion
Hall

Business League every Tuesday 6 PM
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